
Why Advantage
Advantage has been at the forefront of cyber security and cyber threat intelligence for the
past 7 years. 

Our Advantage Protect team assists leading organisations across Oceania, offering a full suite
of managed security and consultancy solutions. Additionally, our incident response team is the
only SentinelOne SIREN partner in New Zealand and have assisted an ever growing list of New
Zealand businesses with complex breaches. We have a deep understanding of existing and
emerging threat actors, as well as the rapidly changing tools, tactics and procedures (TTPs)
they use.

We understand how important it is to you that your data is safe. Advantage is ISO27001
certified, meaning you can trust that we apply trusted security and information practices.

Overview
Cyber threats are constantly evolving, and even with significant investments in cybersecurity,
organizations can still struggle to detect and respond to threats in a timely manner.

To respond effectively, security teams need to have the time and resources to understand
emerging threats and act promptly on intelligence. Our Threat Disruption service automates
this process, freeing up your team to focus on other critical tasks.

BENEFITS

High quality threat
identification 
Data feeds provide reliable

information about threats,

reducing MTTD and MTTR.

Custom integrations
Threat disruption integrates

with most leading technology

suppliers, supporting

disruption across your

environment.

24/7/365 updates 
You receive new indicators of

compromise in real-time,

24/7/365 from a range of free

and paid feeds, which

includes national and

international law enforcement

agencies, NCSC’s Malware

Free Networks, Advantage

Commercial Partners, as well

as internal Advantage threat

intelligence.

DATA SHEET

Threat Disruption 
Disrupting threats before they disrupt you

To learn more about Advantage, visit: 

About Advantage 
As one of New Zealand's longest standing ICT and security providers, Advantage brings leading threat
intelligence and frontline expertise to organisations. ISO27001 and Incident Response SIREN certified, we are
armed with the tools and skills to increase security effectiveness, and reduce business risk.

advantage.nz

Threat disruption solution 
The Advantage Protect Threat Disruption solution is a proactive defence against threats in
real-time.

It provides high-quality, trusted, and real-time threat intelligence that enhances your existing
security tools and capabilities.

Combined with powerful automation and orchestration, Threat Disruption helps you respond
immediately to threats and keep your organisation protected and secure.


